
Westerns 
Good ole shoot-em-ups set in the American West.  

The Sisters Brothers by Patrick DeWitt 

DB074172 

In 1851, a man known as the Commodore commissions hit men Eli and 

Charlie Sisters to kill gold miner Hermann Warm. As they ride to San 

Francisco the brothers bicker and encounter a variety of violent and eccentric 

characters. Fiction.  

Upright Women Wanted by Sarah Gailey 

DB098684 

Esther stows away in the Librarians' book wagon to escape an arranged 

marriage with her dead best friend's former fiancé--a friend with whom she 

was in love and who was executed for possession of resistance propaganda. 

Fiction.  

Wild Rain by Beverly Jenkins 

DB102585 

Spring Lee has survived scandal to claim her own little slice of Paradise, 

Wyoming. She's proud of working her ranch alone and unwilling to share it 

with a stranger--especially one like Garrett McCray, who makes her second-

guess her resolve to avoid men. Garrett escaped slavery years ago and is now 
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a reporter in Washington. He's traveled west to interview Dr. Colton Lee for an 

article, yet it's Lee's fearless sister, Spring, who captures his interest. Fiction.  

American Hippo by Sarah Gailey 

DB099049 

The novellas River of Teeth and Taste of Marrow, in which hippos rule the 

swamp of the former Mississippi River. Originally introduced as an alternative 

meat source, the feral hippos rule the vast bayou by the 1890s. Winslow 

Houndstooth gathers a motley crew to win back that land. Fiction.  

Outlawed by Anna North 

DB102210 

Ada flees her marriage in fear of her life and joins up with the notorious Hole in 

the Wall Gang. The band of outlaws hatches a dangerous plan in their quest to 

create a safe haven for outcasts, and Ada must decide whether to take the 

risk. Fiction.  

Unbury Carol by Josh Malerman 

DB090710 

Since childhood, Carol has had attacks where she falls into a coma-like state 

that mimics death. Few besides her husband, Dwight, know about her 

condition, and Dwight decides Carol's latest attack is a chance for him to get 

rid of her, even if he has to bury her alive. Fiction.  
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Doc by Mary Doria Russell 

DB073994 

Fictional biography of Dr. John Henry "Doc" Holliday, a gambler and friend of 

Wyatt Earp. Hoping to relieve his tuberculosis, Doc moves westward, leaving 

dental surgery for high-stakes card games in the saloons of 1870s Kansas. 

Fiction.  

True Grit by Charles Portis 

DB044219 

Fifty years afterward, a woman tells how, as a girl of fourteen, she, a federal 

marshal, and a Texas Ranger tracked her father's murderer from Arkansas into 

Indigenous territory. Fiction.  

Kit McBride Gets a Wife by Amy Barry  

DB110265 

Kit McBride knows that Buck's Creek, Montana, is no place to find a wife. 

Between him and his three brothers-plus little Junebug-they manage all right 

on their own, thank you very much. But unbeknownst to Kit, his sister is sick to 

death of cleaning, cooking, and mending for her big brothers, so she places an 

ad in |The Matrimonial News| to get them hitched. After Maddy Mooney 

emigrated from Ireland, she found employment with an eccentric but poor 

widow. When her mistress decides to answer an ad for a mail-order bride, 

Maddy is dragged along for the ride to Montana. But en route to the West, 
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Maddy is suddenly abandoned and left to assume the widow's name, 

position, and matrimonial prospects.... With no other recourse in the 

wilderness, Maddy must convince Kit she's the wife he never knew he needed. 

Fiction.  

The Best Western Stories of Ernest Haycox by Ernest 

Haycox  

BRC01673, DBC01587 

Collection of eighteen western stories. Previously published in the 

collections: Rough Justice and Murder on the Frontier. Fiction.  
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